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INTRODUCTION
In her 2015 study on the graphic design responsibilities of
librarians, Diana Wakimoto notes that “librarians are in the
business of graphic design, even if they have not been formally
trained in design” (172). Many librarians with no background in
graphic design regularly create signs, posters, handouts, flyers,
brochures, and a litany of other instructional and promotional
content. Professional graphic design tools like those available in
Adobe Creative Cloud are ideal, but at a relatively high price
per user they are not an option for many libraries, and librarians
who do have access to these products might find the learning
curve discouraging. Online graphic design tools can provide a
free alternative to these paid products for creating visually
appealing content, with the added bonus of design templates
and easy-to-use interfaces for novice designers. While visually
appealing content is aesthetically important to grab users’ attention, thoughtful graphic design also allows librarians to communicate the message and values of the library and enhance the
library’s relationship with its users (Douglas & Becker 460).
This article highlights three free, online graphic design tools
that librarians can use to create content that accomplishes these
goals, and points librarians to resources for graphic design inspiration and best practices.
ONLINE GRAPHIC DESIGN TOOLS
Piktochart (piktochart.com) – Images 1 (infographic
template) & 2 (infographic created from that template)
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Piktochart allows users to create a variety of content types
including presentations, posters, and reports, but it is best
known and used for creating infographics. Infographics provide
a way to represent information visually, something that Sarah
Maudlin posits is essential for library patrons today: “Your
patrons, especially those who have grown up in the age of the
Internet, will expect to see data presented to them in a visual
format, the easier to enjoy on a tablet or smartphone and the
better to use on the go than a chart or page of prose” (110).
Piktochart allows librarians to design this visual content with
more than thirty free templates to choose from. Templates can
be edited as much or as little as needed, from simply adding new
text to completely changing the layout, background, and icons.
Piktochart’s extensive collection of icons and pictures are
searchable and can be dragged and dropped into a chart, then
moved and resized as needed. Guide lines appear when moving
objects to keep them centered or in line with other objects, and
librarians can keep text and icon colors on-brand for their
library using the hex color code. Perhaps Piktochart’s best
feature is the variety of options for sharing content online, with
links to share on Facebook, Twitter, and Pinterest and an embed
code for integrating the piktochart right into a webpage or
LibGuide. Unfortunately, the free subscription does not include
high-resolution downloads, so quality will suffer slightly when
printing content. Librarians who are in the market for a relatively inexpensive graphic design tool and are affiliated with an
educational institution can upgrade to the Pro account at a
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Image 1 (Piktochart template) – The Recruiting Strategy
template, one of Piktochart’s infographic templates.

discounted price for educators, to enjoy high-resolution, PDF
downloads and all 400+ templates. With either the free or paid
account, Piktochart is a useful tool for librarians to engage
today’s library patrons who want quick access to visually appealing information (Maudlin 110).
Canva (canva.com) – Images 3 (Instagram post) & 4
(Facebook post)
Canva’s layout is similar to Piktochart, but the site offers an
even more abundant collection of content types to choose from
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Image 2 (my design from the Piktochart template) – I created
this infographic on determining if a source is scholarly using the
Recruiting Strategy template. The basic layout is the same but
text fields have been edited and icons have been changed/added.

such as posters, presentations, brochures, flyers, banners, and
infographics. What sets Canva apart from Piktochart, though, is
the site’s usefulness in creating social media posts. Social media
is a popular avenue for marketing library services and fostering
engaging relationships with library patrons (Burkhardt 10),
most of whom use some form of social media (Perrin). Canva
offers sleek design templates for sharing content specifically
formatted for Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Tumblr, or
Pinterest. Like Piktochart, users can choose a template or start
designing from scratch by dragging and dropping photos, shapes,
16

Image 3 (Canva Instagram post) – I don’t post on my library’s social
media accounts, but I created this example of an Instagram post
promoting research appointments in Canva using one of the social
media templates.

Image 4 (Facebook post) – Another example of a social media post,
this one for Facebook and detailing the library’s holiday hours, that I
created using a Canva template. Each of these designs took only
about 15 minutes.

and lines into the design area. Canva has over one million of
these drag-and-drop elements and more than 8000 templates.
Not all of these elements and templates are free but unlike
Piktochart, Canva allows users with a free subscription to access
paid content for $1 per element or template. For those who are
new to design or want to improve their skills, Canva’s blog,
designschool.canva.com, offers freely accessible interactive tutorials, tips, and articles on design. While Canva is great for
sharing content on the web via social media, it does not provide
users with a code to embed content in a webpage. Marketed as a
design tool for teams, Canva’s paid plan allows collaboration
from fifty team members and the option to set up a brand kit:
color palettes for the library’s brand, custom brand fonts, and
quick access to library logos. As the rate of social media use
continues to rise (Perrin), librarians taking advantage of this
powerful form of communication can use Canva to stand out.

will find drag and drop elements similar to those in Piktochart
and Canva, while the right side is similar to the Office ribbon
with editing options for text, shapes, and layout. The most
impressive feature of Lucidpress is its integration with Google
Drive, which allows users to keep all of their documents in one
place to share and edit collaboratively in real time. Content
created with the free subscription looks great online, but a paid
subscription is required to download at print quality. The Basic
paid subscription allows users to generate print-quality PDFs
and access the premium template library. Even with the free
subscription, users have access to a wide variety of templates for
content types like posters, magazines, and social media posts
that go well beyond the scope of Publisher.

Lucidpress (lucidpress.com) – Images 5 (Publisher handout)
& 6 (Lucidpress handout)
From instruction sessions to faculty meetings to marketing
events, handouts are often a necessary part of distributing
library information. A desktop publishing tool like Microsoft
Publisher has the capability to create professional, eye-catching
handouts and is more user-friendly and less expensive than
similar publishing software like Adobe InDesign. However, for
libraries that do not have access to the full Microsoft Office
suite, Lucidpress is a free alternative to desktop publishing that
offers many of the same design options as Publisher. The
Lucidpress site does not look as clean as Piktochart or Canva,
but it’s simple to use, especially for those who have experience
with Office products. On the left side of the design area, users
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GRAPHIC DESIGN INSPIRATION & BEST PRACTICES
The abundance of templates available when using these online
tools makes it possible for anyone to create visually appealing
content, but it is important for librarians as designers to seek
inspiration outside of the tools they use regularly. The free
templates available are limited and do not always provide the
best means of conveying information. Even the most creative
professional designers continually seek inspiration (Ruiz 41) and
doing so will help librarians keep their designs fresh. Browsing
templates from other online graphic design tools like Venngage,
Easel.ly, and Snappa can provide inspiration, as can content
sharing sites like Pinterest. Librarian Design Share is a blog
community where librarians from all library types share their
designs, from public library displays and posters to academic
library infographics and instructional materials. Users can
browse by design type or software type and share their own
finished designs, or ask for feedback on works-in-progress.
17

Image 5 (Publisher handout) – I created this handout in Publisher for library liaisons in my department to quickly edit and distribute
at faculty meetings.
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Image 6 (Lucidpress handout) – I replicated the faculty handout using Lucidpress, and the tool allowed me to create a design almost
identical to the one created in Publisher.
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In addition to seeking inspiration, librarians who regularly
create graphic design content can benefit from familiarizing
themselves with the basics of best practices for graphic design.
Books like Graphic Design for Nondesigners and The NonDesigner’s Design Book outline best practices for those with little
to no design experience, while Miguel Ruiz’s article, “Graphic
Design in Libraries: A Conceptual Process,” offers tips on the
design process specifically for librarians. Ruiz emphasizes key
concepts of design like having a clear message, using sans-serif
font, and developing consistency, while also outlining the basic
design process and encouraging librarians to develop a process
that works for them. For a brief, informal overview of best practices, librarians can look to Christopher Gimmer’s blog post
“The 17 Graphic Design Tips All Non-Designers Need to

Know” for practical tips on choosing fonts and colors and using
white space.
Librarians have access to a wide array of free, online tools for
creating promotional and instructional content that communicates with library patrons and represents the library’s services to
the community. With graphic design basics in mind, librarians
can use these tools to create visually appealing materials that
send the right message to patrons and encourage them to utilize
the variety of resources the library has to offer.

Amber Willenborg
arball02@louisville.edu
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